CECL Software for Accountants by Accountants

NAFCU Services Selected ARCSys as their
Preferred Partner for CECL software
Three panels of leading credit union CEOs carefully examined
and approved ARCSys for the NAFCU Services Preferred
Partnership.
“With mounting pressures of the CECL standard, credit unions
need a trusted partner to help comply with these regulations,”
said NAFCU Services President, Randy Salser. “We’ve gotten to
know the ARCSys team and their technology very well, and we
are thrilled to welcome them as our newest Preferred Partner.”

Vizo/ARCSys Partnership
• Vizo selected ARCSys after reviewing numerous vendors and believes
ARCSys will provide Vizo customers with quality allowance accounting and
reporting.
• Vizo and ARCSys created a partnership to help credit unions through the
process. Vizo and ARCSys will support you through this accounting change
and beyond.
• Vizo will be supporting credit unions under 100 million in assets through
the CECL process using ARCSys Software

+

Michael Umscheid
Focus is accounting and modeling for
CECL (30 years accounting and auditing
experience).

Howard Montgomery
Focus is accounting and
statistical/analytical modeling for CECL
(30 years experience in banking,
accounting and regulatory matters)

The
Owners
and Team

Caroline Hild
Focus on client portfolio analysis and
predictive machine learning model
development.

Dean Rodil
Focus is IT security and overall
software systems and structures (20
plus years experience)

Casey Tutor
Focus is regulatory compliance with
accounting standards. Casey has 8
years of accounting experience and
a Masters of Business
Administration.

Brett Carpenter
Focus is on software engineering.
Brett has been with ARCSys since
2010, and currently is the lead
developer (15 years experience)

ARCSys Today
Client Base

ARCSys currently has a client base which consists of credit unions and banks including
public entities. We also currently have finance companies in our portfolio.

ARCSys Methods and Models
ARCSys currently supports the following Methods and Models
• Static Pools
• Risk Migration
• Vintage
• Roll Rate
• Discounted Cash flow
• Probability of Default
• Full Regression
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The ACL CECL Calculator
• Provided as software as a service (SaaS)
• Provides dynamic loan level credit analysis and loss provision
calculations through a user-friendly workflow
• Provides built in statistical modeling and forecasting
• Provides multiple modeling results for each loan pool using
life cycle or reporting period datasets
• Provides reasonable and supportable analysis through the
software and by the ARCSys Statistical Team
• Provides detailed historical and predictive analytics
• Provides financial statement disclosures and modeling
analysis

How

Simplifies the Allowance Process

1. Implementation
The ARCSys Implementation Team step-by-step guided implementation process is designed to
supplement your internal resources and simplify the process.

2. Data Analysis
Our Statistical Analytics Team provides methodologies and processes that produce an in-depth
analysis of the institution’s data and trends that become the foundation of our models and
predictive analytics.

3. Complex Forecasting and Modeling
The ACL Calculator leverages machine learning models and multivariate regression models to
recursively predict risk behaviors using loan level data – creating a seamless experience for users and
their institution.

4. Updating the Institution’s Model Annually
Our Statistical Analytics Team annually updates the institution’s chosen model, locking each period
as they move through time.

Data Through an Economic Cycle
Under the current incurred loss methodology
historical loss periods are generally shorter term
(12 to 36 months). However, under CECL
institutions must forecast over the contractual term
of the loan. Longer term loans will likely experience
future economic conditions that mirror the
recessionary and recovery-based cycles which have
occurred historically.
Therefore, a robust CECL data set should include
historical data which is representative of portfolio
performance through a full economic cycle at a
minimum if possible.

ARCSys aims to assist clients in identify sources of
historical data and how to overcome data gaps. By
doing so we create a strong foundation which
allows users to create reasonable and supportable
long-term forecasts.

Credit Quality Indicators
Credit quality indicators are an
important part of any CECL dataset.
• They allow for risk-based classing
which minimizes volatility by
targeting poor credit behavior.
• Additionally, they are necessary for
disclosure purposes.
The ARCSys team can assist in
determining which credit quality
indicators are the most correlated with
the losses experienced within each
portfolio segment.

”What if we don’t have a lot of data?”
If you don’t have data reaching that far back, we can
provide it for you using our state-of-the-art data
warehouse!
• Institutions with limited historical data can leverage the
ARCSys anonymized data set in order to supplement
their CECL model.
• The ARCSys anonymized data set allows for
benchmarking against other institutions based on
similar asset size, geography and portfolio composition
• Our standard analytics provide insight into your
historical data and current data and extend beyond
CECL in order to assist with loan pricing and various
reporting needs across your institution.
• Institutions can also develop their own customized
analytics using their data or using the ARCSys
anonymized data set.
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